Production Option

High-performance solution for large-format production

The Production Option transforms your EFI XF Solution into a high-performance large-format solution offering high productivity and outstanding colour quality.

Maximise your productivity

Thanks to the high processing speed and up-to-the-minute production functions, you can now utilise large-format printers for profitable production jobs. This gives you the chance to offer your customers additional benefits by producing top-quality display stands, posters and banners.

The expanded Step & Repeat functions enable you to create samples in no time at all simply by specifying if images are to be repeated and mirrored horizontally or vertically.

Use the tiling function to divide a print job into different parts and facilitate processing of print jobs that are larger than the printer width. Overlaps, cutting marks, and tile numbering are freely definable and enable printouts to be joined together more easily later on. Automatic, manual and individual tiling functions ensure maximum possible flexibility. What’s more, the display in the preview window gives you an exact overview and enables misprints to be minimised.

Colour adjustment functions allow you to manually adjust colour, brightness, and contrast, thereby meeting your customers’ specific needs, even at short notice. In addition the settings applied in the colour adjustment can be saved as Presets and applied to other Jobs as well as to Workflows.

The intelligent Clean Color technology ensures that your signs and images are produced with the cleanest and most vibrant colours possible on your device. No need to puzzle out settings or adjustments. Just activate the automatic mode and the Clean Color functionality automatically cleans and enhances the colours. Alternatively the manual mode allows you to define and optimise the settings according to your specific requirements.
EFI’s portfolio of integrated solutions increases productivity and improves your bottom line. Find out more at www.efi.com.

**Specifications**

- Intelligent Clean Color
- Automatic and manual tiling
- Advanced Step & Repeat
  - mirror rows/columns, step offset
- Colour adjustments for visual colour correction
  - brightness, contrast, saturation, blur, sharpen,
  CMYK & RGB colour correction